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Triple-filter 
protection
The inline HEPA filters are
designed to remove harmful
substances such as
formaldehyde, PM2.5, and
99.95% of particle pollution

Precise Air Quality 
Monitoring

Medical Grade UVC 
Purification

UVC Surface 
Disinfection
BubbleO is equipped with twin
40 Watt UVC lamps to
deactivate any airborne pathogen
in the room. This feature
provides you with an additional
level of disinfection

Bubbleo's Unique Extra Length
UVC Air pathway kills 99.99% of
bacteria and viruses in the air,
ensuring that you always have a
safe bubble zone in your home
and office

MULTI COLOUR LED indicates
that a quality sensor is detecting
PM2.5 concentration in the air.
The mobile app indicate the need
to replace the HEPA filter in
BubbleO wifi model



Medical grade 
254nm UVC 
closed air path 
way make sure 
99.99% virus and 
bacteria 
deactivation in 
the purified air.By using a 360°

cylindrical TRUE 
HEPA filter, In Air-
purifying mode it 
captures air from 
all sides and 
effectively 
purifying the air

Air Purification & Surface Disinfection ModeAir Purification Mode



UVC radiation is considered to be a disinfectant by the FDA for air and surfaces that are not porous. UVC radiation has
successfully been used for decades to prevent the spread of bacteria and harmful pathogens. UVC doses reach all areas
of a treated room, including those in shadowed or hard-to-reach places.

What is UVC Disinfection ?

Does it produce ozone ?

Is BubbleO is Safe ?

What is the maximum amount of area that a single device can purify ?

When doens a HEPA filter need to be replaced ?

What is the procedure for replacing the UVC bulb ?

The BubbleO does not produce ozone. Specifically, the bulb is a mercury-arc germicidal 254nm UVC lamp that produces
the maximum amount of ultraviolet radiation at the optimal wavelength necessary to kill microorganisms. The quartz
glass tube is designed to prevent the transmission of other wavelengths.

BubbleO is completely safe and can be used 24/7, even with people and pets around while in disinfection mode - While in
disinfection mode the motion sensor will detect the human/ pets movement and will stop the disinfection process.

BubbleO is recommended to cover areas no larger than 450 square feet. As a general rule, you should have an air purifier
in each room that needs cleaning. To maximize coverage in larger areas, use multiple devices evenly with equal spacing.

A HEPA filter lasts from six to twelve months depending on the environmental factors and the frequency of use. A dry
vacuuming method can be used to remove particles that have been captured on the filters, extending their life. BubbleO
wifi model offering app notification for HEPA life by analysing the purifier usage and air quality.

The bulb inside the device must be accessed by removing the topside fan unit, which is suspended vertically. You can
replace the two UVC tubes on the outer side by pulling them from the holder. Both the inside and outside tubes can be
purchased from Ibis Medical authorized dealers.
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2 Year

An Innovative Product by Ibis Medical
Ibis Medical Equipment and Systems Pvt
Ltd is one of the fastest growing medical
equipment manufacturer in India
established in the year 2008. Our strategy
at Ibis Medical is to provide unique and
innovative products, developed through
continuous research.

20 Kg

30cm x 30cm x 160cm

58 Watt ( Purification mode) 140 Watt ( Disinfection mode)

110-240V - 50-60 Hz

40 Watts UVC Tube - 2 No

450 Square feet / 41 Square meter for Air Purification

24W UVC Tube

True HEPA Filter with 0.3 microns filtration
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